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stion, Habitual Cositiveno ness into every bosom, and united the whole ors call Spanish windlasses, the bones of their nos- ‘ letter lay on the floor before him. He took
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with
arms* ai kimbo in front of poor Paddy, enjoying his
I terror and confusion. At length to his inex| pressible relief, old Steeplechase, in a tone of
mock gravity, thus addressed biro—‘‘ Dear
est, not elect, son-in-law, don’t be in a pet at
being diddled.
When you want ta get the
start of an old fox-hunter, take care that you
know the country over which the sport lies.
Now find the shortest way back to Dublin—
troop!”
Paddy needed no mere. He turned upon
his heel, and scarcely felt the heavy kirk of
old Steeplechase’s boot, which applied to his
rear, lifted him nearly three feet from the
ground. T he old gentleman leisurely return
ed with his daughter; and report says that
I addy O’Dandy was seen at Kingstown,
sneaking out aS a steerage passenger from
the Bristol steam packet, shorn off all bis
beams, having pledged, at Southampton, all
he could pledge to pay the expense of his pas
sage home.
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FOR PRESIDENT,

Hon.

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.

Hon.

JOHN C. CALHOUN.

VICE PRESIDENT,

ELECTORS ATLARGE FOR MALVE.
Hon. THOMAS FïLLEBROWN,
Hon. JAMES CAMPBELL.
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

Hon. WILLIAM BURLEIGH.
STATE NOMINATION.
F R GOVERNOR,

Hon.

ALBION K. PARRIS.

SENATORIAL candidates.
Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, Berwick.
Col. JOHN SPRING, Saco.
JOHN U. PARSONS, Esq. Parsonsfidd.

How egregiously do they mistake the char
acter of the people of Maine, who imagine,
that the establishment of a few printing pres
ses, and the gratuitous distribution of a fevr
thousand of newspapers every week, will
change the public mind reverse the judgment
of the people and foist upon them a Can
didate known to be unsuitable and disqual
ified. What an insult do those agitators
offer to the people, who thus presume upon
their ignorance or fickleness J But the result
will show, that they underrate exceedingly
the intelligence and integrity of the people
of this state, in expecting to control or mis
lead the public voice by such expedients.
Fortunately for the honor of the country, the
people take the liberty to think for them
selves, and do not pin their faith to the
sleeves of political speculators, or newspa
per scribblers. They made up their opinion
in this state long since, on the presidential
question ; and all the false glare of “ stars”
or meteors will not be able to alter it. They
decided, with great expedition, who shall not,
with their consent, be elevated to the Chief
Magistracy of the Union. It doth not yet
appear who will be the next President ; but
it is morally certain, that Aaron Burr,
Jonathan Russell, John Armstrong, and Wil
liam H. Crawford will not.
Hallowell Gazette.
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of invitation ; and that the world would be and received every ignominy that savage cruelty I W,iat 1S done can t be undone» I beg you will
the wilderness ? What unpeopled space could could devise or inflict, without a sigh escaping ’ sendme,formy
send me’for n,y Biddy
»¡My’s saks,a letter of credit
I not do, can be done by space teeming with
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nly and speedily removed nj J| dencies of the heart be what they may to the butchered, amidst tfie most savage and diabolical
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¡I scenes that are near and visibly around us, shouts of the multitude
Even females assisted at ;
I \vith any of the above syniM
“ Stole away !” roared out old Steeple
,e Anti-Dyspeptic PillsJJ« a ’istill another stood revealed to the prospects the horrid ceremony, and marked themselves with ’ chase with a tremendous oath. «* Thrown
eir attention, and entitled )» of man, cither through the channel of faith, the blood of the wretched victims as it flowed ■
out J jockeyed by that d—d puppy J But
■ or through the channel of his senses—then, from their headless trunks ; and. horrible to re
'by JOHN LlM‘.4 without violence done to the constitution of late, libations of brandy were poured into, and stop; lotus batea look at the country;”
i bis moral nature, may he die unto the pre drank from human skulls u’hich, a very few’ min- ‘ said he, as he snatched up a map. After a
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utes before, had life and being. Volleys of mus- nionieat s consideraUon, a loud tally-ho I
sent world and live to the lovelier world that utes before, had life and being. Volleys of musquetry were fired, savage dances were performed, II,Voida’,ned his rising hopes, that he should
stands in the distance away from it.”
the fugitives. f‘ Lynch,” said
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t and
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when
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obsequies to the manes of detbe
Pl,PPy • be wont jockey an old sportsInfatuated men ! who see not that the vir- I
ceased ancestors, are often carried to such excess- rf,an 80 easy.” In such exclamations he
i tues of which they make sport, not only de- j
rive their
their authority
'itifhnritv from
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n .t
es by individuaIs as to leave them in a state of ex- vented his feelings till the mare was brought
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rive
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ar "moreover
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f
! trCme pOVerty ; but alt mcn of ^«sequence are to the door, and then he drove to Kingstown,
ple of this State, for such is the fact, that
s from Mwdrork.
tonnhlir anil m-’-f I f a- 'V req„s,t® b? b ; compelled, at some period of their lives to perform whichdie reached just in time to step on board
there
are constantly on the road, and in all
a,f"l„p,.‘va ? ,l8l.,I,,,,ess;
By <l-e ■«- I this savage a« of du.y to those «ho have been the Bristol steamer. On his arrival at Briswl il! ^ J t l8U I,Ce“ K’n! P‘easu,es tor a long numbered with the dead, or they would be to! he posted without stopping at Sojuthamp- the principal towns at the North, gentlemen
from the South, whose whole object seems to
r ‘ ’Jas- long
°nff as
a8 youth
y°?. b and
aild vigor remain,
remajn, a
« degraded and held in the lowest estimation by their ton, where he found the steamer which runs
pane,
ton, where he found the steamer which runs be the furtherance of Mr. Crawford’s designs
perfine Flour.
lew passing gratifications may be obtained, countrymen, but more especially by their own
, from that ¡dace to Havre de Grace. An of- upon tbg Presidency. Several have arrived
ne 25, 1824.
But what are the consequences? Suppose j townsmen ”
I fdr of 50l. induced the Captain to put to sea in Providence withiu two or three weeks.
any individual to persevere unrestrained in I
We hear of another dreadful festival at La
i with all possible expedition, and in the course These gentlemen are constantly talking up
this course, it is certainly to be followed with g°s
’ of a few hours he landed at Havre. Hence
the real and supposed merits of their candi
disrepute in his character, and disorder in
“ The horrid custom of impalling, alive, a
ja his journey to Paris was quickly made. He date : as though we Yankees were incapable
S»i'i,'8;?y ’
broken eonsti- young female to propitiace tie fa,or of the god,00K u|) ,„3 8,all„„ at Mennce’S, and,
‘ ’ then took up his station at Meurice’s, and,
Reived »
tutsan; and a speedy and miserable old age. ' dess presiding orer the rainy season, that she jiavir(O. ..ef-Lheil himspif hu.pHv waited th» of duly weighing the political character and
ability of William H. Crawford a conspicu
Suppose a society to be wholly formed.if t
the horn of plenty, is practised here anof
PARE, much lower u»
of the runaways.
ous member of the cabinet, who has been be
such persons as the scoffers annlaud • sun- nuaUy- The immolation of this victim to super-.; arrival
.
... - .
.
pose it to be filled with none but those whom sthi'JUS «sage takes place soon after the vernal e‘ ;i
In |d,,e
due tn
time
.n.e U|
up’ drove
drove,’ with furious haste, a fore us, as a public man nearly twenty years !
„t, plain and Cut
they call the sons of pleasure • tl'aHs with
i a«d along wkh her are sacrificed sheep ! ^mb,e-tumb e ^ench carriage, containing We hope we shall always be ready to render
Tumlers,
I)
Wine Glasses,
( ihe intemperate, the riotous, and dissolute a- and Soats’ whlch» together with yams, heads of;tb^ e>n^*""rc<i P‘ur* 1 a«ldy handei. out his ample justice to this distinguished Statesman,
d High Lamps,
t mong whom all retr ’rd to sobriMv decencv
nw:ze and Plantain8> are hung on eac}1 8’de of her.;
lull ol triumph and exultation, inhaling without the assistance of our southern breth
Dishes, Creams, &c.
and private vitUilfi' u 'A« • !> I! i ,i ’ 1 ; + ” ’ Females destined thus to be destroyed are brought '',in delight the tickling sounds of Milor An- ren.
M
1
«P
the express purpose in the king’s or cabo- \
th® postillions. But suddenly
John Quincy Adams needs not the assist
Row unlike-.n ot?%SUi, i a sof‘et-v exlHhit ? cer.g 3erag]io . andit 18 said lhat their minds havei appeared the horrible vision of old Steeple
ance of Missionaries ; and employs none.—
in which
1
S,v!1!?e< oi*''c o,Ge,cd state been previously so powerfully wrought upon by ehase. Miss
admirably through
through
Miss Biddy
Biddy went
went admirably
His dependence, if he wishes to be president
fty for sale at
AV’i-i i i . an^,nd Jiave chosen to dwell ? the fetiche men that they proceed to the place of the regular form of a loud scream, adroitly
is on that public opinion which results from
an In.
bi;!cncea"d uproar—What Contests I execution with as much cheerfulness as the infatm :
! ‘ '
n
fainting into the arms of a French Garcon, a deliberate review of his public life and ser
i quarreis would perpetually reign in it ? ' ated Hindoo women who are burnt with their bus___
who stood near her. As for Paddy, he was vices. By these he is willing that his coun
n t 3 !llan °* common understanding would bands. One
One was
was impaled
impaled while
while II v.-as
was at
at Lag
Lagos, ’ ahnost petrified with horror. He seemed as trymen should judge him ; solicitation is out
«ot rather choose to dwell in a desert, than (but, of course, I did
not
witness
the
ceremony.
.
’
, • I .ti Mighhe would gladly have disappeared. of the question.
Prov. Journal.
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JlW‘‘ ^es will be imposed
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\v and tax-

th®

and NATHANIEL JEFFERDS. have this day
•
-O ld
But this would not uu. < 1 . .^eYor their preservation and maintainon the lower road.
deposited with me as Treasurer of the County ot
‘~’E ”-‘jm.istbe taken away from theinance ? Such things if possible are, to say
The great mad.....
.
.
----- ithe least very improbable. Those buildings,
York, a bond, of which rhe foregoing is a true copy.
sea road ; and this too under the preten ARC HI BALD. SMITH, for
although of not a very advanced age, can
that tL* immense number ot foreign papers
W01
taken in Alfred could not be carried in the never be made as good as new ones. Repair
HENRY SMITH,
them as much as y ou please, they will still be |
small one. The gentlemen of this town have
■ggegaryasgX'
—--------------- ?-------old, and must annually require additional I
so i'ar succeeded in their attempt, as that the
aga
Post Master General has issued proposals reparation. Every man who reflects a mo
cau
the
the county
ment
upon
the
subject,
will
be
satisfied
that
a
cau
for carryi(<the mail three times a week, on
that
so
that rout. ’Butitwill be obvious to every new brick Court house and Fire Proof buildby
gentle
one that such a change would not have re ing, will be of more value than all of them;
that
the .Mr Remich,
.
<
and that the county in such an exchange
The people of Alfred seem to be involved in a (ceived’ bis assent# had he been correctly in
But when it
in relation to the local situation and would actually be the gainers.
woful dilemma. AU the arguments, it arguments formed
j
b"-‘"■1
It is very is considered that they are not necessiatcd i
they may be called, which could possibly be ad- jbusiness of the several towns.
Re
even
to
make
this
exchange,
but
actually re
duced in favor of the location of toe courts in that certain that some gross misrepresentations
place,
having been laid before the public, their jhave been made by somebody, and with the tain the old buildings at their own disposal, '
House
j
magazine jsgcompletely exhausted, and like him sole view of building up the town ot Allred,, without expending a cent in obtaining the ;
that
biW1’ ■.mtesfo'-lb»1 1'1»«’
who by any sudden calamity has been entirety at the expense of (hose towns on the sea new, no man in his senses, could consistently
the
are false bereft of his property, they know not which way board,
!*»i’5"Tne«pl»'lf,liecoU".tr '
for we understand, from good author assert that any additional expense will be in.
a
the
to turn, or what to resort to for support. Even ity, that this plan does not meet with the ap curved by the removal to Kennebunk.
jjl S00 ,.
erected at Al- fat
But supposing the people of this county
to tis of Kennebunk, inimical towards them as the probation of the other towns on that new
cy
i tkatiftbe»'>tesl,ou d lia
the
,gentlemen may suhfiose us to be, their desponding 1rout. The designs of these gentlemen how should hereafter find it necessary, that a new
situation certainly yields no -pleasure. .On the 1
it at Kennebunkever bave been brought to light a little toni gaol, court house or fire proof should be e« j
urer.
1
we extremely regret our disappointment, (
Do they expect that a
KW ALSSKEIi-BT TKESSPRES- contrary,
.
soon.
It has been known at Alfred more! rected in Alfred.
i>«‘ S s would be t»y . al
cuts that we Joseph Storer, Daniel Sewall, Joseph in
. not finding conformably with our expectations, ?than two months, that the Post Master Gen small sum will be sufficient for either of these
!•>*"* , t only fa' bull<ll,nS na
Thomas, Jacob Fisher Esquires, Benjamin Smith, their last paper filled with something a little more Ieral had determined upon this alteration, andI purposes? If any such expectations are eiv I
Michael Wise, William Lord, John Hovey, Joseph argumentative, something which might, justly de- <
fri
• tertained, they will never be realized. What |
in their paper of last week, we find the
G. Moody, George Lord, John Low, Charles W. Serve bur serious notice. And it is to us a mat- yet
an
.
Williams, Ivory Lord, Adam M Cullocp and Hugh ter of peculiar regret, that the Ossipee gentleman, jfirst intimation of this news, which it affordsj say the people of Alfred on this subject? A 5
which any person he
M’Culloch, Merchants,all of Keiweounk mthe Coun who seems to have entered into the contest with them
so.much pleasure to communicate.
1 hei brick coiift house and fire proof, cannot be
|H1® ' J a better one for at
;
ty of York and State of Maine, are held and stand
> built at an expense less than eleven thousand 1
fact is that this agreeable news was not to
of the’county lulve fai
firmly bound unto Henry Smith, Esq. Treasurer some considerable spirit, appears to be about quit
1 dollars. This is in the mouths of ail their |
d0Uble that sum, and fri
of said County, in the sum of TWEN i Y THOU ting the field. His last shot is certainly a very have been puhlisbed, until alter the second
I ernisaries, who are now travelling to and fro ■
^^^TL-uncalJuildMonday
in
September.
They
very
well
SAND DOLLARS, to be paid to the said Henry weak one and but ill calculated to do much execu
Smith, orhis successorrn said office tor the use of said
knew that the discovery of it at the presentt through the county, urging it as an argu
tion. *
be
ment against the location at Kennebunk, that
County. To the which payment, well and truly to be
The statements of Kerinebunk, were made upon time would excite in the towns on the sea
made, we bind ourselves, our heirs, executors and the authority of a gentleman who knows perfectly board, a general feeling of indignation towai d the penal sum in the bond of that town, is
administrators, firmly by these presents. Sealed with
not more than half enough for the purposes
our seals, dated the fourteenth day'of July in the well, the bills of all the public buildings in this those persons by whose instrumentality, a
specified in the condition and that the penal
nc
year of dur Lord one thousand eight hundred anti county, alsp upon the authority of a gentleman in change so preposterous and of such serious
ly
Alfred, and from the knowledge which every man injury lo them had been effected. And thus i will be paid, and the inhabitants of the
twenty four.
county
be
necessitated,
to
erect
the
building
1
’
in
the
community
naturally
has,
by
examination
ar
THE
the town of Alfred on that day might not'-e- <
such that
the Legislature of said or common report, of the public expenaitures. ccivc such a share of the votes in those towns Ithemselves. And these gentlemen from an
texssj cl
State by a resolve passed the tenth day of Febru And the flimsey reply of Ossipee, is to us and we as they had hoped &r, provided they could .abundant overflow of t( the milk ol human
” arc now willing to “ spend and be
ary last directed that the sense of the Inhabitants have no doubt, to the public, confirmation strong keep from them the knowledge of the proposed kindness
i
iff ¿will be silent, and not vote tof said County should be taken on this question, ®f the truth of thpse statements. We-stat-ed that alteration. Bût, fortunately, by the publica- !spent” to suffer the loss of time and money,
we
had
not
the
bills
which
made
up
the
cost
of
the
“ Is it expedient that all the Judicial Courts and
ealliheWs located at Kennebunk.
tinn of the proposals from the general Post ito warn the people against those additional
County Offices shall be held at one place in the several buildings, and requested the gentlemen of Office, their whole scheme has been unfolded ; !burdens which will be imposed upon them on
Ik this tarfe gelftleman, will gc
County of York ?” and whereas that question has Alfred,in whose reach they were at all times, to
account. The fact is that proposals have
and the inhabitants of these towns should this
I
lateresoWtheState repealed respectalready been determined in the affirmative by the lay them before the public. But now the gentle
been received by the obligors from four dif
the Courts, and get a law of the btate
votes of said inhabitants, and whereas, it was fur man says that the court house cost less than 3500. learn from it a useful lessoh.
ferent persons, to complete this building fora
There
is
another
consideration
in
connex

sed,
tat Ik Courts shall remain as they
ther provided in said resolve, that if a majority of But why not publish the evidence of it ? Why
Here then the inhabit
ion with this subject of expense, which oqgbt sum less than 4500.
jire/at York and Alfred. Fellow Lit'' the votes of said inhabitants should be in the affir not give us the several items which constitute that
ants
of
York
county
may
read
their
fate
to bane a strong influence with the public in
i, are we come to this ? Is one man in thi
mative of said question, that then the inhabitants sum ? The fact is that building did cost this
should all the courts be located in Alfred.
ity to control the Legislature of the State
of said County should give in their votes on the county nearly six thousand dollars- Ossipee knows their deliberations on this question. “ We
We would advise the gentlemen ef that
tow, and dictate to the whole people what
day of the annual election of State officers in this. Every body knows it. And let the gentle have in the beginning of our remarks, observ
town to say as little as possible about expense»
September next, on the following question,viz. men publish the whole expenditures about this ed, that the place designated for the establish
toalllie repealed, and what shall be enThey are the last persons from whom wa
“Shall all the Judicial Courts and County Offices house from the beginning to the end of the cnap- ment of the courts should be of such extent as
i If so, we had better dissolve our Con
should expect to hear any thing upon this sub
in the County of York be located in Alfred or ter, and the sum total will speak a language which respects population, as to afford to all persons
te at once, and proclaim him sovereign
ject.
It ill becomes those persons, who have
Kennebunk?” and whereas a suitable spot in cannot be misunderstood ; which shall convince ev attending them, cheap and suitable entertain
itooftbe whole State. This might save
Kennebunk has been offered to be given to the ery man that our account is true.
ment. This should be a sini qua non^ in the heretofore been so profuse of the public mo
table expense, as one man could afThe amount of the cost of the Fire Proof was selection of a site for this purpose. The ad ney, who have loaded the people with taxes al
County for the erection of a Court house and
lo make all the fhws cheaper than the
other public buildings, and whereas a sufficient taken from public documents, and, something ministration of the law, even at best, is ex most too heavy to be borne, noxv, when they i
iraos body of people who compose our
sum and sums have been subscribed by individuals more than the simple assertion of Ossipee, will be pensive enough. Justice is bought dearly find the opportunities of continuing their op
It
ilature. But we trust that none will bt
for erecting and building a commodious Brick required to prove that/A^y do not speak the truth. when a resort to it is found necessary. It is pression about to be taken from them, to pro
b
; in this famous gidl trap, for if any
Bat says he, the committee.or court, who allow a sufficient hardship wmn the citizen to be fess such fears that the public interests may
Court house and fire proof for the safe keeping of
«
’
hi
by
it,
they
be
like
those
(
ed
these
bills,
have
been
slandered.
Not
at
all.
suffer.
Such
professions
wilt
be
regarded
by
the County records in said Kennebunk.
called away_at any time from bis usual em
wls whom the Rev. 5fr. FlaveT lias
Now in case a majority of the votes of the.in ’’J’was not said that any man, no, not even a
ployment, hut particularly so, if when sum the community in their true light.
Keonebunker,
could
have
erected
these
buildings
habitants in September next shall be that all the
fed, as being «caught by the devil,
KENNEBUNK.
moned as a juror or witness, his compensa
Judicial Courts arid County offices, in the Coun in Alfred, at a much less sum. From past observ
ph hook?
tion for his services is not adequate to bis
ty of York shall be located in Kennebunk, and ation, we are perfectly satisfied, that no man could
KENNEBUNK PORT.
expenditures. The t»iwn of Allred is small,
in case the Legislature of said State, shah pass erect a public building in that tow», for less than
Mr. Remich,
an Act in conformity thereto, that all the Judicial double the expense of building the same in any Its population, with two exceptions, is less
The Columbian Star, alias Jack o’lanthern, |
Courts and County'Offices in said County shall other place, and it is on this account that we object than that of any other town in the county.
■
lo the enquiry in the Alfred Star
But few persons in the immediate vicinity of has published a piece over the signature of
bt located in Kennebunk—Then we the Obli to the location in Alfred.
wch water there is in the swamp selected in
Waterborough,
which was probably written 1
But says another gentleman, over the signature the coart house are in a situation to accommoho build the Court house, we would remark
gors aforesaid, promise and engage to procure-»
deed of a suitable spot of ground in said Ken of Alfred, the unprincipled advocates of Kenne■ date hoarders. Whereas the population of the in Alfred, the writer of which says he has * .tie gentleman has resided in Kennebunk
seen a gull trap, set for the people of the court-1
nebunk, not less than one acre, with a suitable bunk, have circulated the groundless report, that county of York is great, and from the variety
ty of York, by the good people of Kennebunk, I »gh to know that it is of such a depth
and convenient avenue or passage way to and from a proposition has been made by certain gentle of law suits, the citizens attending court are
JWt of the year that Hallibut of the
alluding to the picture of a Court House, ]
the same, for the use of the Inhabitants of said men of Alfred, to the towns of York, Kittery piumerous. These persons must have accoml“i',.’c”d,fi'bl"b,ter,M<i clam,, are
County,, and that we will erect or cause to be and Elliot, that if they will .give a neutral vote the: modations, whether they cost littlo or much. which he says is not in the bond.—True it is, |
«Ainthinyrodsofthevïry^lTnw
e very spot on which
erected thereon a proper building fora Court- the Legislature shall be made to repeal the resolve,■ Phus it is in the power of those few persons, that those who gave the band did not obligate I
..... „ tiailU( 80
nat W
^-[1 but
•°j«lta
"■'!>
House fifty-two feet long and forty-two feet and the courts continue where they are
If any’ to comnuand whatever price for their enter- themselves to place a Cupola on the top of
Sablfth3"
80methin& for sustenance
wide, the walls to be built with brick, two sto; man doubts the truth of this statement, if he will1 tainment, they may think proper. Man is a the Court house, or to ornament the roof ] F'iblt than murrain pork.
Q
ries highj with a hipped roof, the lower story of barely call on us, we will refer him to a dozen peo money-getting avaricious being. The prin- with an Eagle in front, &c. but they obli* 1
gated themselves to build a substantial and I Rica. .
the same to contain convenient rooms for the offi pie who will testify to the truth of it- but let
' ciple seems to be interwoven with his nature,
ces of the Clerk of, the County, Register of Deeds; the following extract of a letter received from a gento make the best of property and his services. convenient Court house, and if the ornament-;
“Columbian Sta,” of the 1J(f
al works are not put on, it will undoubtedly |
and Register of Probate, with proper alcoves or’ tiemen of the first respectability in York on Mon
r And we certainly have no reason to believe
[*«“• «the signature of «OKi
safes in each of said rooms for the safe keeping of day last, suffice for the present. u Mr. Hulmes
be better, more convenient, durable and hand-1 HJ*«'ta»f“W.terborou61X
? however high an opinion we may entertain of
the records, and a fire-place in each room, and also1 was in York and I understand was recommending toI the people of Alfred, that they are actuated somer than the Court house at Alfred, evenifj
suitable lobbies in said lower story for the accom: the York, Kittery and Elliot people to vote for York
But still it is i
to speak veby principles more pure, than those which (hat should be painted outside.
modation of the Jurors, with fire-places in two of and all would be well”
believed that the Inhabitants of Kennebunk,,
” “ Bagle,’>
said lobbies, the upper story to be finished off in1
If this gentleman has any thing to say aboutt generally govern mankind, or that they are
will be so liberal, in addition to their gener
j to
a plain, workmanlike manner, equal, at least, in1 the Kennebunk bonds, he had better keep it secret exempt from the common frailties incident to
Surely, in this particular ous subscriptions, as to erect a Cupola on the
>i’ferf«ZXwhi-is‘obe8irento
style and convenience to either of the present■ as long as possible, lest a new bond should come human nature.
top of the Court house, and some other orna
the
principle
seems
to
be
consonant
with
the
X_ar7. P"“" basa
court houses in either York or Alfred, to have: out too soon and all his hopes on that ground be
fact. The price of board in Alfred is exor mental works about the roof. But it does
four fire-places, and one lobby.
The whole' defeated.
not become the people of Alfred and that vi
r^^n^^ou'diook,
building to be done in a workmanlike manner,’
Toward the close of my last communica- bitant. There is no town in our own state in
with a/proper number of doors, and winnows of tion a few remarks were urnde on the expense which it is exceeded. Eventhat of the city cinity to say much about gull traps, as they
'«Unitor,
eight by ten glass, and all the rooms and entries’ incurred by some portions of the county from of Boston does not vie with it. And it is not have not seen any at Kennebunk but on the hX«*®
-•“>)“ in
to be plastered ; The whole to be erected and’ (he enormous taxes to which many of our strange that such should be the fact. There other hand, the people of the county have ac
'"’’“'»ta ¡a, i
wal1 or h“’"1
finished within nine months after an Act ¿of the (owns had been subjected, by the establish is no inducement on the part of the inhabit tually been caught by several that have been
Presurne->) the people of
Legislature shall be passed as aforesaid for locating ment of roads, for the purpose of facilitating ants, to offer board at a moderate price. As set in Alfred.—The agreement made by the
all the Judicial Courts and County Offices in said ¡he communication with Alfred. And it was persons attending ceurt arc under the neces people of Alfred and that vicinity, with the ' ÏCt!StoMs a certaint? °f. climbin8 »ver, to
kifthpn • an gentteman, Dr. threat.
County at Kennebunk. Now if we, the Obligors observed that in pursuit of this object, the sity of soliciting accommodations, whereas people of York and that vicinity, that one1
aforesaid shall do and perform or cause to be done interests of the citizens of those towns had the inhabitants are never under the necessity half the Courts should be held at York, an*
deClded in favor
and performed the condition aforesaid, or the same
Here then is a state the other half at Alfred, has proved to be a
been trampled under foot, and that, in com of soliciting boarders.”
this
condition of a bond before given by any of ms for
gull
trap,
for
no
sooner
did
the
people
of
Al

parison with it every other consideration, of things directly the reverse of what it should
this purpose, then the aforesaid obligation to be
fred think themselves strong enough to get
had been treated as the simple dust of the be ; and- a natural consequence is, that the
OBSERVER.
void and of none effect, otherwise, in case the Act
all the Courts there, than they hatched up »
price of board must be excessively high.
,T~~
----of the Legislature as aforesaid shall be passed, the balance.” With the same view of magnify
Thus it appears, and we think satisfactori petition and sent it to Limington to get sig’
said obligation is to remain in full force and virtue. ing the town of Alfred, at the expense of oth
natures there, to have all the Judicial Court?
er parts of the County, a recent attempt has ly, that much unnecessary expense has been
Xi,.ans
■
’
’
’
’
'
JOSEPH
STORER,
Signed and sealed in
Jfct'r'Xiancrrfof (l,e 10tl
located at Alfred, and after the petition wa?
DANIEL SEWALL, been made, to divert the mails from the com incurred by the people of this enuuty from the presented to (he Legislature, and they found
presence of us,
mercial towns, where a daily mail is almost location of the judicial Courts in Alfred.
>I»f 9hZanCI"rf3.liri„i par,
JOSEPH THOMAS,
hey were not strong enough to carry their
as necessary as the light of the sun, to pass And what does futurity promise more favour
JOHN HOVEY,
point, they the inhabitants of Alfred prayed
over an interior road, through that place to able should they be still continued in that
MICHAEL WISE,
■ leave to withdraw the petition (purportingto
BENJAMIN SMITH, Portland. 'This attempt, for we presume it town? Is it probable that the present public
GEORGE W BOUP.NE,
j be the petition of Arthur McArthur and othJACOB FISHER,
will eventuate in nothing else, seems to have buildings will continue to answer the purpose
5ÈENRY KINGSBURY.
i ers) and actually got it withdrawn, without
WILLIAM LORD,
been made, not, solely with a view of accom of their erection, until those who are now on
JOSEPH G. MOODY. odating those tow'os which lie on the new the stage of human life, shall have made■ even the knowledge of those who purported
When a Court hons®
GEORCE LORD,
rout, but evidently with the design of doing their exit? Is it rational to conclude thatt to be the petitioners.
t and Jail were contemplated to be built at Ab
JOHN LOW,
an essential injury to tl ^ sea-port towns. these buildings, which -were originally but
.
fred,
the
people
there
made great promise?!
C. W. WILLIAMS,
For the towns on (hat road might have been miserably constructed, which have been con
that tlwy would do considerable towards de
I-V.ORY LORD,
as conveniently commuded by the transpor stantly a bill of expense to this county, and
fraying the expenses of those buildings; W
ADAM M’CULLOCH,
ac- ,one
in such a dctation of the mail from Berwick, by
U the
"... ....
— of
— which a yea? since was
--------------HUGH M’CULLOCH,
cnmmodatmg stage now running through Al- raying condition as to be unfit for use, arej to notwithstanding they gave part of the lafR
ALFRED. AVGUST, 5, 1824.
and part of the limber for the frame oft*1
;
and.
thus
!
be
so
repaired
by
the
gentieuaeu
of
.'Mired,
fred, as by the intended change; i
p

k^^k’“W "beothe. ■

To satisfy
people of
of York,
the suggestions
industriously circulated
certain

men of Alfred,
the penalty of
bond heretofore given by certain in
habitants of Kennebunk was madequate to the expense of erecting a
Court
and Fire Proof building,
and
the obligors in said bond never intended to build
same,
and groundless, new bond of
followinglenor has been duly executed
and deposited with
county treas*

' TOSÎH

CGÔÏS’

’
'

T

,
>
>
(

Condition of this Obligation is

bra.

!NI)|

i hereby certify that JOSEPH PORTER

.

■cij
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‘e object, will be Z
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The Presidency.
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muse and fire proof,
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k county may read thr
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ic last persons from »h 1
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;ted and that Vidj
York
mi-ts should be he!d » j
half at Alfred,
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>r !l0 sooner did they
themselves strong J
n-ts there, than they b J

d sent it to
?re, to have all the
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Alfred, and »fW*11,!«i
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not strong enough t^^
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Courl house, yet the people of the county
August 4.—Sloop Packet, Walker, Boston.—sloop
Mary, Perkins, do.
PRESIDS^TXAIr.
have been gulled out of their money, and tax
ENTERED.
ed more than double for the expense of the
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
July 26—Brig Superior, Bettis, Port au Prince,
Court house and Jail in Alfred^ of what (bi
SATURDAF,ÿlUGUST 7, 1824.
with Coffee to Hugh McCulloch, & ®o.
Court house and Jail at York cost.—Nor i
’dp.. Hemic h,
30—Brig Boston Packet, Lord, Philadelphia.
this all, for the Jail iri York, orie half of whict
D DRESSING FIRE.
Augusta.. Sch. Beluga, Nason, ^quin, with Cof
Sir,—The following communication was forwarded
was built nearly 70 years ago, and the othei fo the gditor of the Columbian Star, and by him re
On Tuesday morning last, between the hour? fee to H. McCulloch.— Brig Fame, Davis, Lisbon,
half upwards of 30 years, is all sound and jected ! —His patrons were led to believe, that he of 12 and 1 o’clock, the inhabitants of this vil with Salt to Win, Jefferds.
4-—Brig Ferox, Stone, Gonajves, with Coffee and
good, and the Jail at Alfred, which has been would admit communications in favor of Mr. Adams lage were aroused from their slumbers by the
Cotten, to Wm. Jefferds & Co.
as well as Mr. Crawford ; but for reasons best known
built but about 20 years, and has been a con to himself, he has thought proper to close his columns Qry office, which was found to have origina
On Tuesday morning between Cape Cod and Cape
tinual bill of expense to the coljiity, has prov against al! who do not advocate Mr. Crawford’s ted in the building owned by Mr. John Id. Ann, saw the fire at Kennebunk, which appeared so
ed to be, not a strong hold for prisoners, but cause. Not doubting your disposition to promote the Bartlett, one part of which was occupied by ’near that it was judged necessary to lay too until day
break.
— «—
a mere gull trap. And it has been so con cause of truth, I enclose it to you for publication.
him as a dwelling house, and the other bj
Buxton, July 29, 1824.
MEMORANDA.
trived, that the prisoners could as easily car
William Bartlett, as a bake-house, in which
------- o:c=-----------------ry off the locks and bolts of the doors, as
part it is supposed the fire was first commu- ] SPOKEN—On Friday the 30th, in latitude 43, 47,
Sampson carried off the gates of Gaza.
nicated, but how or in what manner cannot (longitude 70, 38, [Agamenticus bearing N. N. W-,
distant 3 leagues] the U. S. Cutter J >hn Holmes,
When a fire proof building was ordered to be
be ascertained, as the flames had made con- (tender
|
to the U- S. ship William H. Crawford,) in
erected in this county, and when a vote of the Rejected by the Editor of the Columbian siderable progress before the discovery. Con- <distress, haying been knocked down on her beam ends
Star, because infavor of Air. Adams I
people was to be taken as to the place of its etiguous.to this building on one side was the by
1 a broad-side from his Majesty’s ship Post
which she unluckily engaged, in a fit of high wrought
rection, the people of Alfred were very active
To the Editor of the Columbian Star. dwelling house of Mr. Palmer Walker, which ambition.
and zealous in getting votes for that place,
together with the out buildings, was entire!)
Having understood that your columns were
The John Holmes, was fitted out of the city of Al
and they told the good people of the count)
open for the admission of communications in consumed. On the other side was the Cab fred, and bound on an electioneering cruise.
that such a building could be erected at Al
inetshop of Mr Daniel Hodsdon, and adja
favour of all the candidates for the Presiden
fred much cheaper than al Kennebunk, and
cy, and confiding therefore, in your impar cent to this the large brick building, owned
besides they insinuated that if the vote should
by John U. Parsons, Esq. and occupied bj
tiality, I am induced to submit the following
be obtained for erecting it at Kennebunk,
the irrn of Greenough, Bodwell & Co. as a
remarks for publication^
that then the inhabitants would be taxed at
dry
Goods and grocery store—Next to this,
HE subscriber has removed his Office to the new
A writer in your last paper, over the sig
very great^xpense, not only for building
room over the shop of Phineas Stevens
nature of “ Old ior/c,” professes himself the the store occupied by Mr. Owen Burnham
that, but also for a Court house and a Jail ai
E. E. BOURNE.
friend and admirer of Wm. H. Crawford ; for the same purpose. All of which fell f
Augutt, 6, 1824.
Kennebunk. But how has it turned out—in
prey
to
the
devouring
element,
besides
a
and gives us a catalogue of ten reasons, why
stead of 1500 dollars, which any person
Blacksmith
shop,
situated
in
tharear,
belong

he prefers him for the Presidency.
might contract to build a better one for at
Whether these reasons are founded on ing to Mr. Elisha Chadbourn, and sever»’
Kennebunk, the people of the »county hrfve
facts, and aro such as should influence the barns &c. &c. In consequence of the, rapid
been taxed more than double that sum, and
^IOR sale by the subscriber a yoke of five years old
friends of John Q. Adams to abandon him. progress of the flames, nothing of much val
gulled out of their money for erecting a build
Oxen, which have never been injured by bad us
and give their support to Mr. Crawford, will ue was saved from either of the dwelling
sage—any person wishing to purchase a yoke of goo
ing at Alfred, for that purpose; which to
houses
—
From
the
stores,
a
large
proportion
be the subject of my present inquiry. This
cattle
will
please call on the subscriber.
say the best of, is not well coni rived, and in
of the dry goods, and some of the heavier ar
JOHN WEBBER.
writer thus commences his reasons :
stead of a fire-proof, some call it a folly proof,
Kennebunk, August 6, 1824.
‘‘ 1st. 1 prefer Mr, Crawford for his ¿00I- ticles were preserved—'fhe people with grea*
and it might perhaps as well be called a gull
alacrity,
repaired
to
the
scene
of
conflagra

ness, deliberation, and excellent temper.
trap
But the most bare faced gull trap Iras
OU’HERE AS the subscriber on the morning of rhe
This is evinced by all his communications ; tion, arid through great exertions rescued
▼*
third inst. during the distressing fire in this
lately been set by the Hon. John Holmes for
and particularly by his reply to the false* cru many other buildings, which were threatened village, did refuse to obey the proper and legal orders
the good people of Yor k, Kittery and Elliot.
with
destruction,
and
were
frequently
on
el, and irritating accusation of Niniaa Edof Capt. Ralph Curtis, a fireward and did improperly
He has lately been driving about amongst them,
fire
Much praise is due to the ladies, win and unlawfully resist said Curtis and violently take
wards.”and telling them this very plausible story,
If Mr. Crawford is a man of good temper, very promptly afforded the needed assistance, him by the collar while in the performance of his duty
that if they will be silent, and not vote to
in
the
preservation
of the goods, and in form as such fireward.—This certifies that I acknowledge
1 have no disposition to deprive him of the
that my conduct on that occasion was improper and
have all the Courts located at Kennebunk,
credit of it. But, is the evidence of this fact, ing the line for the conveyance of water illegal, and a dangerous example at a time when so
that he, this honorable gerftleman, will get
adduced by “ Old York,” sufficient ? 1 say, Every thing was exceedingly dry, and the much depended upon the prompt and faithful perform
the late resolves of the State repealed respect
for me, it is not ; because, (though the “ re buildings were in a very short space of time ance of duty by every person.
ing the Courts, and get a law of th© State
RUFUS FURBISH.
ply” was couched in very suitable language) reduced to ashes—The extent of the loss, can
Kennebunk, August 6, 1824.
passed, that the Courts shall remain as they
as appears by the report of the Committee oi hardly be conjectured. It may be estimated
now arc, at York and Alfred. Fellow Citi
from
15
to
20,000
dollars.
The
number
of
Investigation, three out of six charges, ex
zens, are we come to this ? Is one man in the
hibited by Mr. Eduards, were substantiated ; buildings destroyed were two dwelling hous
county to control the Legislature of the State
therefore, they were not “ false,” consequent es, two stores, one Cabinetmakers »shop, one T^HEREAS a report has gone abroad unfaof Maine, and dictate to the whole people what
vorable to my reputation as it respects the
ly not
cruel,” and no more “ irritating” Blacksmith do. two barns, and one store ’ ”
laws shall be repealed, and what shall be en
late fire in this town viz. That I refused to shel
than all exposures of mal-admjffistration ne house, in all nine buildings.
acted ? If so, we had better dissolve our Con
We understand that Mr. Parsons had £2000 ter the Goods of one of the sufferers, I hereby of
cessarily arc.—If a man soffers patiently the
stitution at once, and proclaim him sovereign
Bod fer a plain, unvarnished statement of facts as they
punishment due for his misconduct, to what insurance on his Store—Greenough,
Dictator of the whole State. This might save
credit is he entitled ? Obviously none. U well & Co. had £3000 on their stock, and Mr. actually exist, as followsconsiderable expense, as one man could af
BurnhamHiad
§1000
on
his
stock.
So
that
their
I had lately removed part of my Goods from
Mr. Crawford had not conducted strictly as
ford to make all the lbws cheaper than the
he ought, in the administralion of his office, losses it is hoped will not be very great. But the Store (leased to me by James Kimball till
next
spring) to my New Store opposite the HayMessrs.
Walker,
Bartlett,
Hodsdon
and
Chadnumerous body of people who compose our it was right and proper that such fact should
bourne, had no insurance on any of their property Scales, I was employed ’till half past 12 o’clock
Legislature. But we trust that none will bi
be made known,—Mr. Edwards did no more
which renders their losses very severe.
the night of the fire in arranging my Goods an i
caught in this famous gull trap, for if any
than communicate the knovzledgo of it to the
had retired to rest fiat about 20 minutes before
«.yo caught by it, they must be like those
Government. He did not impeach Mr.
the alarm of fire was given, when I imxnediate’y
silly souls whom the Rev. Mr. Flavel has
Crawford’s motives, he simply stated the
repaired
to the scene of conflagration with three
mentioned, as being “caught by the devil,
J CARD.
facts that certain abuses did exist, arid left
buckets in each haad and carried water from the
with a hare hook.”
GREENOUGH, BODWELL, & Co. tender to
the conclusion in regard to motives, with
near
wells
and tan pits besides passing water in ev
KENNEBUNK PORT.
those whose duty it was to investigate them. their friends, the Fire wards, Gentlemen & Ladies of ery line that was formed and on several ladders,
I would therefore, candidly ask, whether this vicinity, their grateful acknowledgments for their and drenching the chambers and lower rooms o£
Mr-Remich.
prompt and spirited exertions in rescuing their prop the only spared house, which was in imminent dan
In answer to the enquiry in the Alfred Star, there was any thing in this proceeding of Mr.
erty from the destructive fire on Tuesday morning ger, notwit Standing a few evil minded persons
how much water there is in the swamp selected in Edwards peculiarly “ irritating” to Mr.
Crawford,
and
which
might
be
supposed
to
last.
have asserted to the contrary ; but by the bye, I
which to build the Court house, we would remark
can prove true by a multitude of the most respect
— the
— gentleman
&—----- has_ resided
------- --------that
in Kennebunk ; all for an uncommon share of “coolness, de-'
A
CdRD.
able citizens of this place.
After the danger was
is of such
’long
o enough
o’ to 'know that
•
•it —
• a depth
’ a-’j liberation and excellent temper?”—I should
considered past, just before sunrise I returned
PALMER
WALKER,
presents
to
the
inhabitants
rather
suppose
it
would
require
all
the
skill
-----------f
---------u
“
during most of the year that Hallibut of the
length of six feet, cod fish lobsters and clams, are and adroitness which he or his friends could of Kennebunk, his grateful acknowledgments for their home and attempted to compose my acheing head
taken within thirty rods of the very spot on which muster in selecting the most potent means prompt and generous exertions in rescuing his prop and weary limbs with a little sleep, when I was
sqpn awakedby Mr. Kimball’s boy demanding (as
the Court house is to stand, so that with but very d.nd arguments in order to refute the charges erty from the late distressing Fire.
he said a load of Goods was waiting to be stored )
little trouble he can find something for sustenance thus exhibited, among which the preserva
the keys of the store I had left containing about
more palatable than murrain pork.
Q.
tion of a suitable command of temper is in
A CARD.
five hundred dollars worth of hard ware, fancy
dispensably necessary ; and this is more im
OWEN BURNHAM, would express his most sin articles and W. I. Goods promiscuously scattered
Mr. Remich.
portant in proportion as the probability in
cere thanks to his fellow citizens and particularly to about the store without any inventory of the same.
I perceive in the “ Columbian Star” of the a ad, creases of proving these charges.
I do wot,
—I told the girl that lives with us to tell him that
that a communication over the signature of “ Ossi therefore see any propriety in the argument the Ladies, for their spirited exertions in saving his
he could not have the keys but might fetch the
pee” and another over that of “ Waterborough” (but made use of by “ Old York” to prove Mr. property from the fire on Tuesday morning.
Goods to my own building for storage—But to
both evidently written in Alfred) appear to speak ve Crawford a man of uncommon mildness of
prevent any misconstruction on my motives, my
A CARD.
ry lightly of the “picture” “gull trap” “ Eagle,” temper.—I might, notwithstanding, have
JOHN B. RICE, respectfully tenders his acknowl Father coming in I desired him to go to the own
&c. &c. which appeared in the Gazette, referring to been induced to believe him possessed of a
er of said Goods and offer the whole of my house
edgments to the Gentlemen, Fire wards and his Fel
the Plate of the Court House, which is to be given to tolerably good temper, were it not for the
and store from the cellar to the garret for his use,
low Citizens for their active exertions in rescuing his
which message was duly executed, as said owner
the County free of expense. Every person has a fact, that be has been so frequently concern
house from flames on Tuesday last.
has acknowledged. Now the first report has had
right to wonder as well as guess—and I wonder how ed in duelling. How a man, who repeatedly
appeals
to
the
instruments
of
death,
for
the
a wide circulation, which is very wounding to my
the “picture” of the Alfred Court House would look,
A CARD.
feelings ; but I shall cast no reflections, as the ten
with the representation of an 0 Elephant” (which was purpose of revenging himself for private af
SMITH & PORTER, tender their thanks to the der feelings of all were wide awake and touched to
fronts, can, at the same time, be a man of
killed in that town, some six or eight years since,) “ in
inhabitants
of
Kennebunk,
and
its
vicinity,
for
their
a
high degree with sympathy for the sufferers.
“ coolness, deliberation and excellent tem
front,” and also enclosed within a stone wall or board
1 for one would join to execrate the steel heart
per,” is, in my mind, hard to conceive of. exertions in preserving their property from the.fire
fence, so as to render (as I presume,) the people of
ed
villain, who should refuse at such a time to oI should, from these circumstances, rather on Tuesday morning last.
this County under the necessity of climbing over, to
pen the best rooms of his house as places of refuge^
suppose Mr. Crawford to be a man of an un
gain access to it, as a certain gentleman, Dr. threatWhat I have stated. I can support with my own
commonly irritable temper.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
■ ened to do, if the question should be decided in favor
oath and the most ample testimony, and whoever
It is now very common for the friends of Mr.
The communication over the signature of' Old asserts to the contrary shall meet with the treat
of Kennebunk, and I guess that the inhabitants of this Crawford to represent Mr. Adams as a man
 ment that a dastardly slanderer deserves.
York, shall appear in our next.—Also, the nom
i
County will not be “ gulled” by threatsexceedingly irritable, but exhibit no evidence ination over the signature of Berwick—being un
SAMUEL L OSBORN.
OBSERVER.
of that charge. He has sustained important der the necessity of omitting them this week for
Kennebunk, August 7, 1824.
oflb es under every administration, from that want of room.
of Washington to the present time ; and yet
That over the signature of“ A Tail to Nobody”
INDIANS.
bis temper has never, in a single instance led was received too late for this days paper.
The Frederick (Md.) paper of the 10th him to commit au act, with which even his
isist. says, that five Indian Chiefs, being part, most determined opposers can justly com
E the subscribers being appointed by the
of a company of about twenty, who are on plain, either in his official capacity as a mor
Hon. Jonas Clark, Esq. Judge of Probate for
the County of York, Commissioners to receive and
their way to Washington, lately passed al man, or a good citizen. His temper nev
DIED—In Shapleigh, July 22, Mrs. Susan con
through that city in the public stage. These er led him to fight a duel, to commit murder, sort of William Rogers, Esq. late of Shapleigh, de examine the claims of the creditors to the estate of
JOHN HILL.
Chiefs are a deputation from the Sioux, Chip or any other crime. Fortunate, indeed, ceased, aged 89.
late of Hollis, in said county Yeoman, deceased, rep
pewa, and Menomonees nations. The Uni would it be fori Mr. Crawford could his
resented insolvent, and six months from the twelfth
ted States have a military post, with six com friends say as much for him..
CATO.
day of July instant being allowed for the creditors to
panies of soldiers under the command of Col.
bring in and prove their claims, hereby give notice*
P. S. “ Old Fork” will be further noticed,
PORT OF KENNEBU.VK.
that we shall attend for that purpose at the home of
Snelling, established high up the Mississippi, in my next number.
George Dennet, in Hollis, on the ; rst Saturday of Sep
where these Indians reside. They are ac
tember and November, and on the twelfth day of Jan
CLEARED.
companied in their tour by a Mr. Tolleree,
In the ship Ganges, at New-York, from
uary next, from two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
july 26—Brig Francis, Lord, Hayti.
Iridian Agent, Messrs. Dickson & Hess, in St. Petersburg, came passenger L. Bull, Esq.
STEPHEN HOPKINSON*
27.—Brig Jane, Fairfield,,Martinique.
terpreters, and Mr. Snelling, son of the bearer of despatches, and a Treaty between
GEORGE DENNET.
28—Brig Rapid, Huff, Hayti—Sch. Lewis, Web
Colonel.
Hillis, July 20* i8z4<
the Russian and American Governments.
ber, Boston.
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From the Republican Telegraph.

LINES.
I LOVE to vie w at midnight hour
The stormy ocean’s bois’trous pow’r,
When wild her form ascends—
And hear the shrill and horrid cry
Of night birds roaming ’n'eath the sky—
Which soon a storm portends.
J love to view the lightning’s flash,
And hear the oak’s tremendous crash,
When hoarsely roars the wind—
Then listen oft in silence deep,
To restling boughs that o’er me sweep,
And lull to rest my mind.

I love to hear the thunder’s peal,
Then gently off in murmurs steal,
Like music soft and sad—
.
While from the mountain’s lofty height,
The torrent pours with awful might—
And all’s in horror clad.
I love to view all this—and more— .
For it well shows the mighty pow’r
Of Him who rules above—
And proves to mortals here on earth,!
The great Creator, who gave birth
To Mercy, Truth and Love.

that law and justice is not regarded, fi.r our
fishermen are not only captured on the high
-¿as. but tests pursed even to our shores and
there taken.
We cannot view this system oi
plunder in so favourable a
the pira
cies committed offXJape Antonio.- Depreda
tions of this nature we trust our Govmirnen!
'ill not submit to, and hope that a part ol
Com. Porter’s squadron, vA.i! be sent to this
quarter, to bunt the Pirates in our bay, wIk.
are as troublesome as those in the Wesi-Injivs.
Eastport Sent.

“ BOCK AGIN.”
The Hon. Walter Forward, one of the few
Members of Congress from Pennsylvania who at
tended the Congressional Minority Caucus, has
backed out, and published a recantation. Not
withstanding the nomination of Mr. Crawford, Ire
now pledges himself, that, if the election should
finally be carried to the House of Representatives,
that he will vote for General Jackson.
K. Y. Com. Adv.

A PRODIGAL.
Among the several criminals lately execut
ed In London, was a young man convicted oi
forgery, viho bad squandered in eight years,
upwards of two hundred and twenty-two

thousand dollars.

LAST WEEE’S 0IVÏXSSWK.

LORD BYRON.
A letter of recent dale from Paris, says,
<c the death of Lord Byron, is still deeply
felt ; the idolaters of his fame at e here as
numerous as in Kngland. A bookseller in
the Palais Royal, by whom all his works
were published, hung bis shop with crape.
Monsieur Casimer Delavigne, so well known
by his literary productions, particularly by
his Ecole de Viellards, has just finished hrs
Monody on his death. One ol the most dis
tinguished sculptors in Paris is likewise en
gaged, at this moment, in modelling^ burst

PROBATE KOTIGES
York, s’s. At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
within and for said County, on the twelfth day of

JUST PUBLISHED,

Administrator’s Sale.
DY virtue of a Licence from the Judge of Probate,
for the County of York, to sell so much of the
realestate of Jeremiah Hill, Esq. late of Biddeford,
deceased, as will raise the sum of eight Hundred and
sixty five dollars, and also by another license from the
said Judge to sell so much of the real estate of Mark
L. Hill, of said Biddeford deceased, as will raise the
sum of twenty-one hundred and fifty Dollars.
The following leal estate will be sold at Public
Vendue on Saturday the 4th day of September next,
at one of the clock afternoon, at the house of Rufus
Banks Innholder in Saco, viz.
About 150, Acres of Land, at a place called Winter
Harbour, adjoining lands of William Benson, and oth
ers in Biddeford in lots to suit purchasers.
A field or lot of land, bounded on a lane and on
lands of Jere. Hill and others, maiked out on a plan
in house lots.
Two wharf lots, with the flatts and priviledge.
A lot of land about 52 acres, part of the Tyng
(Ot so called.
.
A house lot and orchard adjoining lands of the heirs
of John Pike and others.
Half a lot of land in Biddeford and Arundel, which
said Jere. Hill and Mark L. Hill bought of Samuel
Parkman.
' Also, so much of the other half as lies in the town
of Biddeford.
Also, part of the Tyng lot so called, lying in the
town of Biddeford and adjoining the lands before men
tioned bought of S. Parkman.
Half a bouse and about one quarter of an acre of
land, where Samuel Taibox now lives.
Also, all the,lands in the town of Arundel and Ken
nebunk-Port, belonging to the heirs of said Jeremiah
Hill deceased, lying in common with the other
lands.
All the above lands will be sold in lots to suit pur
chasers.
Conditions will be made known at the time and
place of sale, where a more particular description and
plan of thé lands will be exhibited.
Administrators1 on
I the Estate of JereI miah HUI, Esq- de
SAMUEL PEIRSON, li ceased with the Will
| annexed, and AdJONATHAN KING.
I ministraiohs on the
| Estate of Mark L.
h
Hill deceased.
Biddeford. July 30, 1824.

.0

THE

COMSSSlAll SPEIiLZim BOOH :
ON A NEJV, EASY, AND ENTERTAINING PLAX.

By

S. W. COLE.

Extract of a Letter from Rev. Dr. Payson, of
Portland, to the Author.
“ I have examined the Columbian Spelling
Book, with some attention, and am much pleased
with it.
It appears to be well adapted co fecilitate the task of the instructed and the progress of
the pupil. I think it deserves, and doubt not that
it will obtain, admission intc^ our schools.”
k^*d"oui

From Rev. Thomas Jameson, Preceptor of Ef
fingham, (N. H.J Academy.
« With much pleasure, I have examined the
Columbian Spelling Book. In my opinion
the work is excellent. The matter in general is
good, and its arrangement is superior to any work
that I have seen of the kind. I think it well adaptedtothe capacities of children, and would
cheerfully recommend it to the patronage of an en
lightened public.”
From I. W. Bourne, Preceptor of the Academy
in Kennebunk.
An attentive and careful examination of tlie;
Columbian Spelling Book, its method and
arrangements, authorize me in saying, that in my
opinion, it is as well calculated to facilitate the
progress of youth as any book of the kind with
which I am conversant, and as such I cordially
recommend it to the patronage of the public.
I. W. BOURNE.
Kennebunk, July 21, 1824.
The Columbian Spelling Book, is sold,
wholesale and retail at the Book Stores of James
K, Remich, Kennebunk ; Isaac Adams, Wm.
Hyde, and D. C. Poole, Portland ; Parker Shel
don, Gardiner; William M. Ladd, Augusta;
William Hastings, Watterville ; and by J. & R.
Gardner, Hallowell.
July- 23, 1824.
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July, A. D. 1824.
r , .
WHEREAS Joshua Hubbarci, Executor of the last
r »
will and testament of Joanna Winn, late of
Wells, in said County, deceased, has this day present
ed a petition for license to sell so much of the deceas
ed's real estate, as may be necessary for the payment
of her just debts and incidental charges.
Loi
ORDERED, that the said Executor notify all per
sons interested to appear at this Court to be holden
and
at York, on the second Monday of August next, by
ml
causing an attested copy of this order, to be published
of him in the finest marble.”
the
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
In a sermon recently preached by the Rev. three weeks successively ; prior to the said second
in
and
Wm. Jay, of Bath, from 1 Peter i. 24, 2'5, Monday of August next: that they may then and
the preacher, in noticing the death of an il there appear, and shew cause, if any they have, why
hot
O be sold at Public Auction by license from
lustrious individual, said, *• O Byron! By the said license should not be granted.
the Supreme Judicial Court, on Monday
JONAS CLARK, fudge.
ron ! thv death brought this text to my re
the 23d day of August next, at ten o’clock in the
A true Copy. Attest,
membrance. 0 Byron! thy premature fall
GEO. THACHER,
forenoon on the premises, Tire Dyer farm so cal
gave rise to these solemn reflections.
Who
July 16, 1824.
led in Hollis, improved by Stephen Mann, con
can help lamenting the perverse and unhal
taining One hundred and thirty acres, with a TIV HEATON’S noted Itch Ointment which has
stood the test of all other ointment, and
lowed use of ihy stupendous poucis! Who York, ss. At a Court of Probate, held at Kenne Dwelling House and Barn thereon, as by Deed » y
which has always been sold at fifty cents per Box is
bunk, within and for said county, on the twelfth of Benjamin Dyer, dated March 29, 1815.
can think, unmoved, of the vigor of thy in
Re now reduced to thirty seven and a half.
tellect—the riches of thy imagination—thy
day of July A. D. 1824.
corded, Book 93, Page 33, 34.
Also—-Doct. Davenport’s BILIOUS PILLS.
»THEREAS Betsey Smith, administratrix.of the
breathless sublimities of conception and ex
ON Tuesday the 24th day of August next, at
For the time these Pills have been offered to the
v V
estate of Israel Smith, late of Lyman, in said
pression ! Who can think, unmoved, oi the
Eleven o’clock, A. M. at the House of Rufus public, the sales of them have exceeded the most
County, Yeoman deceased, has this day presented a
sanguine
expectations of the proprietor, which may
going down of such a sun at noon ! of a ge
in Saco, A Lot of Land in
petition for license to sell so much of the said deceas Banks, Innholder
the County ’of Cumberland, being !be fairly considered an acknowledgment of the
nius that might have ranked with a Milton, ed's real estate as may be necessary for the payment Bridgton, in
it
,
J
•
1
r
.1
w
maflv
VirtUPR.
many
virtues.
quenched for ever; and leaving so much to of his just debts and incidental charges ; and also a part of Lot numbered two, in the fourth Range
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Ken
admire—so much to deplore—so much to ab petition for an allowance to be made her as widow of containing twenty acres.
nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Kennebunk-Port by Doct.
' —ALSO—
hor ! No knell of departed greatness has ever said deceased out of his personal estate.
J. N. Langdon—in Wells by N. Morrill—in Dover
ORDERED, That the said administratrix notify
A Tract of Land in Hollis, containing One by Wheeler .& Tufts—by the Druggist in Portland
more solemnly sounded forth this sentiment.
all persons interested to appear at this Court to be
—‘ All flesh is as grass, ami all the glory of holden at Alfred on the first Monday of Septembei hundred and eighty Acres, as by Deed of George and Boston, and by some persons in the principle
towns from Maine to Georgia.
Frost,
dated October 20, 1802.
man as the flower of grass ; the grass with- next, by causing an attested copy of this order, to be
Also—Wheaton’s well known JAUNDICE
Being the property of Almira Cleaves, a Minor,
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Ken,
ereth, and the flower thereof fadetn away.’ ”
BITTERS, for sale as above.
nebunk, three weeks successively ;. prior tb the said and sold for her benefit.
Kennebunk, March r, 1823.
first Monday of September next: that they may then
Conditions of Sale will be liberal, and a long
SLAVE TRADE.
and there appear, and shew cause, if any they have,
We have conversed with a gentleman who why the said license should not be granted acid said Credit given for approved security.
JONATHAN KING, Guardian.
left the Havana on the 8th inst. who informs allowance made.
Sato, July 21 1824.
nti-dyspeptic pills, prepared by hen
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
that there are no less than eleven fast sailing
ry JAMES.—An approved remedy for Dysvessels, well armed, now fitting out tor the
A true Copy.
Attest,
peptia, or Indigestion, Habitual Cositiveness, and
GEO. THACHER, Regr.
coast for negroes—intending to take advan
Piles.
July 16, 1824.
HEREAS Mr. JOSEPH WASHBURN has
It is well known that Dyspeptia is one of the
tage of the rainy season, when armed vessels
left my house without any provocation I here most frequent diseases of our country. Its com
arc fearful of visiting the coast on account of
is indicated in different patients by vari
by forbid ail persons from harbouring or trusting mencement
him
the sickness which prevails at that period. At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk within and
on my account, as I shall pay no debts of his contract ous symptoms, of which the most remarkable are—
He also states, that great alarm existed hi
for the county of York, on the twelfth day of July ing.
Irregularity of the bowels, obstinate cositiveness,
BENJAMIN WHITTEN.
consequence of the pirates again making their
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
headach, commonly called nervous or sick headacb,
Kennebunk Port, July 22, 1824.
yellowness of the eyes and skin, acidity of the stom
appearance.
Of 3* vessels wind-bound on
twenty four.
ach after eating, often called heart burn, flatulence
the bank, 14 were missing, and as it was as O OBERT KIMBALL, named Executor in a ceror wind on the stomach, bitter taste in the mouth ia
certained, two were taken by the pirates, it -fiAL tain instrument purporting to be the last wdl
and testament of David Kimball, late of Wells, in ^LfrTTLL be sold at Public Auction on Monday the morning, foetid breath, drowsiness after dinner,
wai apprehended, the others had met with the
debility, lassitude, emaciation, depression of spirits,
*
•
the
23d
day
of
August
next,
at
one
o
’

said county, Yeoman deceased, having presented the
same fate. The Spanish fleet had sailed five
same for probate :
clock P. M. at the dwelling-house of William &c.
Piles being connected with indigestion and cosi
days previous in pursuit of the Colombian
ORDERED, That the said Robert , Kimball give
Wells so much of said Wells’ Wood and Timber
tiveness are certainly and speedily removed by the
fleet.—To man the Spanish fleet, a general notice to all persons interested, by causing a copy of
land as will raise the sum of about three hundred Pills.
this
order
to
be
published
three
weeks
successively
in
impressment had taken place in the Havana;
Persons afflicted with any of the above symptoms,
the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that dollars.—Said land will be sold in lots to suit pur
from the medley of the crew, there was every
are assured that the Anti-Dyspeptic Pills are a rem
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at chasers.
apprehension that they would be captured by York, in said county, on the second Monday of Au
Conditions of payment made known at the edy well worth their attention, and entitled to theic
the Colombians, should they come to action. gust next at ten of the clock, in the forenoon, and
entire confidence.
time and place of sale.
A slave ship had arrived there as has been be shew cause, if any they have, why the said instrument
JOHN
MOSES CLARK, Auctioneer.
fore mentioned, audit is.true that. 176 had ( should not be proved, approved, and allowed as the
Wells. July 14, 1824.
KEAWE BUNK.
been reported to have died in- twenty-four last will and testament of said deceasedAugust
22,
1823.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
hours.—this, however, was false, as they were
Copy. Attest,
smuggled on shore, and to evade duties, had
GEO. THACHER, Regr.
HE proprietor and owner of a certain lot of land
been reported as dead—-in fact a healthier set
July 16, 1824»
situated in Lyman, lying on the County road
of blacks had never before arrived at the Ha
leading from Shaker Mills to Clatk’s Mills, so called,
CASKS newt Lime for Sale by'
vana.—There was no U. S. vessel on the
and bounded by land of John and Tobias ? Andi-ws
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, •within
iOast.
Balt. Jlorn. Chron.
DANIEL WALKER.
is hereby informed that the same is taxed in the tax,
andfor the County of York, on the twelfth day of Ju
Kennebunk, July J, 1824.
ly in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and twen bill committed me the subscriber to collect for the
MOKE;FISHERMEN TAKEN.
year 1822 and is taxed to
ty four.
..
...
DEPENDENCE WALKER, being $ 1 09.
Sch. Rebecca, belonging to Capt. Wass, of
N the petition of Susanna Young, administratrix
Notice is therefore given, that unless said Tax and
Columbia, and sch.
H. Clark, of this
of the estate of Lewis Young, late of Bidde
all necessary charges are paid on or before Friday the
OS- G. MOODY, has a quantity of Farewell’s'
ford, in said County, mariner deceased, representing
port, were taken a few days since, off Grand*
20th of August next, so much of said land will be
Steel back Scythes.
Marian, by the British gun brig DottereB, that the personal estate of said deceased is not suffi sold at Public Auction to the highest bidder, as will
July
9, 1824»
cient to pay the just debts, which he owed at the time
the former of which was sent to St. John, and of his death and charges of administration, by the raise a sum sufficient to discharge the same.
JOHN ROBERTS. Jun. j
the latter made a Tender of, the better to sum of two hundred twenty-seven dollars and eighty-
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molest our Fishermen. The sch. Galleon, of
Lubec, was’ chased into port by the brigs
Tender, and sch. Reindeer, of the same place,
had several shot fired through hersa ! , but
escaped. All the above vessels were from 5
to 15 miles from any shore, therefore, not vi
olating the treaty which restricts them to
within three miles. Not long since another
vessel, belonging to Lubec, was taken and
ordered in, but was retaken by the skippier,
and arrived safe home. ”Wo have had occa
sion, before, to notice similar outrages upon
our Fishermen, by British armed vessels, and
hoped there would not be a repetition of them
But it seems that Irexiti«. are nut binding,
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illwb-b. “ A day ipent to thy

’ 0 Lord, “isbetter than a thousand else
^itthopasiimtely fond of the Temfe Lord! Why do I approach tt with
ehngsofhblyjoy.andleaveitwuh no nouch
nee > 1j it from any principles of religion 1
> Or ii it owing to an attachment to a
I pastor, whose touching eloquence and ve ■

¿riour
nw the passions, and proselytes the heart ?

Others, who are esteemed for their virtue
»ion, manifesting almost a total indifference
as of the house of God. And while I am
in“ breathless silence,” with a heart “ bumHo jne,” feasting upon the luxuries of an
Ural banquet, they remain dispassionate and
id, ant? perhaps eithercaihsly gazing upon
lienee, or indulging io a quiet slumber.
tELING AND FORTITUDE,
inanblessed with a feeling heart, yet depriifitm mind, like rhe precious, but pliant
«¡corn, bends at every pressure, is the sport
'breath; the callous hearted man, whatever
tail powers resembles the collossal mar
im; we admire its strength and shape ;
tn its cold touch and shelterless capital, wt
the leafy bower, and to the warm cottage
it is perfect in his nature, whose energte
lire tempered with the softer feelings; hi
ceives uncorrupted, the sum of prosperity
Jh often exposed to, is never borne dow
too adverse fortune; he bears abou
W and others every flower that sweet
gh of Irfe-Erery fruit that invigorate.

Jwr Prospered in the world withou
F ^co-operation of his wife. It sb
g1“'favors, or rewards his lab<
frinf»¡th what perseveran.
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I^nary Soc J
al exertions to e
five cents, and praying for a license to sell and con
July 2, 1824.
vey so much of the real estate of said deceased as may
AS opened a Fresh assortment of Childrens col
,<X”s y
be necessary for the payment of said debts and inci
dental charges :
oured
ORDERED, That the petitioner give notice there''owid- '-“'fcof-to the heirs of said deceased and to all persons in
the reg»,,
terested in said estate, by causing a copy of this order
ANTED immediately at this Office, for a at very reduced prices for cashi. a '',MCshibi"d i »ad
to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
Kennebunk, July 9, 1824.
few weeks, a Journeyman Printer, who can
^•«Society.
Kennebunk, in said County, three weeks successively,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at work, at Case and Ptess.
hi> Httte
d ll™ "“bout
—ALSO—
York, in said County, on the second Monday of Au
'rany'gratnit
e ; and
do<
An Apprentice at the Printing business from
gust next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon and shew
"*““'"buu0.!hr
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said peti 14 to 16 years of age.—It is necessary that he
F
the
York
Baptist
Association,
held
at
Ihe
Bap»,
"'“uM ««■»
tion should not be granted.
should have a good common school education, and
tist Meeting-house, in Kennebunk, Me. June'
y1*“« tociai d d “ ‘“uh treble
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court. I that bis habits and morals are correct. For fur
9th and 10th 1824, are now ready for delivery atti
A true Copy. Attest,
■* re“11"“- that ,
ther particulars apply at this Office.
James K. Remith’s Bookstore.
GEO. THACHER, R^’r.
Kennebunk Gazette-Office, July 30, 1824-.
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